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Superintendent’s Letter 

 
It’s starting to look like there is light at the end of the tunnel. As more of our members 

get their vaccinations (I received my second on April 28) we can look forward to resuming in-
person meetings. The first one will be June 12 at 10:00 AM at the Trolley Station in Cambridge 
Springs, Pennsylvania. Lee Farnsworth is also making arrangements for lunch afterwards at 
the Venango General Store and possibly a July picnic also at the General Store. 

 
The NMRA has recently updated their Partnership Program participants and the new list 

was sent to all division superintendents. I sent it on to Dave Ellis but it may be too big to fit in 
the newsletter. Please login to the NMRA website to see the list of vendors. 

 
I want to remind everyone that MCR board of directors (BOD) and the MCR Annual 

Meeting will take place May 21 this year at 8:00PM. The plan is to start the BOD meeting at 8 
PM followed by the Annual Meeting. This meeting would have been held at the convention in 
Erie, but due to the cancelation of the convention, the meeting will be held via Zoom. I highly 
recommend that our membership try and attend the Annual Meeting. Once I have the link to 
the meeting, I will forward to our clerk so that he can then share it with our members. 
 
 Something I’d like our members to consider, we were to host the regional convention 
this month and we know why we had to cancel. The convention had the potential to be a major 
financial boost for our division. I plan on making a donation to our division for what the 
registration fee would have been. I would like to encourage other members that were planning 
on going to the convention to consider doing the same. 
 
Happy Model Railroading!        Bradley White, Division 12 MCR, Superintendent 
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Next Membership Events: 
 
Our next membership meeting will be held on Saturday, May 8, 2021 at 10:00 AM on Zoom. 
We will send out the invitation and agenda, as we get closer to the date.  
 
One of the popular segments of our in-person meetings is the “What’s On My Workbench” segment. 
Please consider joining in with this even as we meet virtually. If you have a few photographs on your 
desktop or a short PowerPoint, you can screen share in Zoom. Please contact any of the board 
members for help or advice with this process. 
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Division 12, MCR, NMRA, Inc. 

   The Alleghany Western Division: 
Expanding your model railroading horizons 

 
Please visit our website: www.div12mcr.org 

 

Or  NMRAAlleghanyWesternDivision 
Meetings 
When face-to-face membership meetings return, they typically include announcements and 
limited business; “Modeling Question” and “What’s On Your Workbench” during which 
members share what they have been working on; and educational model railroad related 
programs, presentations, or clinics. 
 
NMRA: https://www.nmra.org/   
Mid Central Region: http://www.midcentral-region-nmra.org/ 
Division 12 Superintendent: Superintendent@div12mcr.org  
 

Officers and BOD 
Superintendent: Brad White — superintendent@div12mcr.org 
Assistant Superintendent: Mike Hauk –– ap@div12mcr.org 
Clerk/Treasurer: Dave Ellis — clerk@div12mcr.org 
Board of Directors: Rob Bennett, Doug Sandmeyer, Chris Mincemoyer 

Committee Chairs  
 
Social: Lee Farnsworth – social@div12mcr.org 
T-Trak & Clinic: Doug Sandmeyer – ttrak@div12mcr.org 
Web Editor: Chris Mincemoyer – webeditor@div12mcr.org 
Operations Coordinator: Dale Desser – operations@div12mcr.org 
Achievement Program: Mike Hauk – ap@div12mcr.org 
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Division 12 Upcoming Events 
 

May: Membership Meeting: May 8, 2021 at 10:00 AM.  This will be a virtual meeting on Zoom. 

May: Mid Central Region Annual Meeting: May 21, 2021. This will be a virtual meeting on 
Zoom, including presentation of awards.  

June: Membership Meeting: June 12, 2021 at 10:00 AM.  This will be an in-person meeting at 
the Cambridge Springs Trolley Station and grounds with safety protocols in place. Our Social 
Committee Chair has reserved the Porch at the Venango General Store for an optional post-
meeting lunch gathering. Please email Lee social@div12mcr.org by Thursday, June 10 so he 
can confirm reservation numbers. 

July: Membership Social Meeting: July 10. Lee has reserved the Meadow at the Venango 
General Store for a summer picnic type gathering. Details will follow. 

 

Upcoming Meeting Programs  
 
The next meeting will be a virtual one on Zoom, which allows us to bring in guest presenters. 
As we get into better weather and possibly better COVID-19 situations we are planning to 
move to in-person meetings as we move into the summer starting with our June meeting at the 
Cambridge Springs Trolley Station. That location allows for a combination of outdoor and 
indoor with the baggage room garage doors open. Doug Sandmeyer has been working to 
organize guest speakers from outside the division while we are Zooming. Tentatively, here is 
what is coming up:  
 
May Membership Meeting: Dave Meyers – “Introduction to Gatorboard for Modelers” and 
Russell Chilton – “Central and Western HomaRoad Supply” 
 
June Membership Meeting: Mike Hauk – “Weathering Rolling Stock with Artist Oils and 
Turpenoid”  
 
Upcoming Model Railroad Events 
 
July 6--10 2021: Rails By The Bay.  Information and registration for virtual convention at: 
 http://www.pcrnmra.org/NMRA2021/ 
 
October 8--11, 2021: NER Regional Convention. Information at: 
 http://www.millcity21.org/ 
 
October 23 & 24, 2021: WNY (Western New York) Layout Tours. Non-NMRA layout tours in 
 Niagara and Erie Counties in New York.  
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Division 12 April Meeting  
   
The membership of Division 12, MCR, NMRA met virtually on Zoom at 10:00 AM on Saturday, 
April 10, 2021. The following members were present: Rob Bennett, Dick Bradley, Dave Cole, 
Dale Desser, Larry Dodge, David Ellis, Lee Farnsworth, Mike Hauk, Jerry Longo, Doug 
Sandmeyer, Bill Schopf, and Brad White. Also joining us were Russ Weis and Nick Kalis, our 
program presenters, as well as guests Frank Pastore from the Western New York Division, 
Alan Williams, and Eric Waggoner. A quorum (at least ten members) was established with 
twelve Division 12 members present. 
 
 
Announcements 

• Brad White mentioned that the Erie Train Show in November is on at Rainbow 
Gardens. 

• He also mentioned the upcoming MCR Annual Meeting on Zoom that will include the 
announcing of awards, and Division 12 members are welcome to attend. 

• Mike Hauk mentioned that setting up the Shorty Parker Award is moving forward and 
that he will send information up the chain to the regional officials; Dave Neff, Bob 
Weinheimer, and Steve Zapytowski. 

 
 
Program #1 
 
Russ Weis discussed how he Americanized a Kibri freight house kit to use as a NYC freight 
house. Russ based his technique on an article by Jim Hediger in the June 1988 Model 
Railroader magazine. He described how he kitbashed, painted, and weathered the structure.  
 
What’s on Your Workbench? 
 
Several of our members quickly shared what they had been working on: 

• Brad shared photos of a Stewart Locomotive decorated for the Nickel Plate that he 
picked up at a train show for $25. After adding a $20 decoder it will be serving on his 
new railroad.  

• Mike Hauk shared the Ertl Lehigh Valley gondola that is written up in this newsletter. 
• Rob Bennett shared the work he has been doing with the Sharon Westinghouse plant 

focusing on the four-story portion with lights and interior. As the ITLA modular wall 
panels advertised as 3” wide were really 2 and 7/8” wide, adjustments were needed on 
the fly. This led to his quote for the day: “fun is a four letter word.” 
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• Bill shared (with Rob’s assistance) several photos of the Fine Scale Miniatures Kit #150 
Freight House that he recently completed to use as a well-worn industry. Bill mentioned 
that he used a technique that he saw on the Division 7 website of a video by Sam 
Swanson using Windsor and Newton Masking Fluid to reproduce the peeling paint. One 
of Bill’s photographs of the freight house is below: 

 

 
 
.   
(Either a couple of photographs in a folder or in a simple PowerPoint can be easily shared 
during a Zoom presentation. Hopefully, as we continue to need to have virtual meetings more 
of our members will try this easy technique!) 
 
 
Program #2:  
 
Nick Kalis (here is a link about touring his sugar railroad) presented on how to “Enhance Your 
Layout’s Storytelling through Practical Steps.” His major message is to have a coherent story 
in terms of the time, place, and the railroad. To do this he suggests utilizing four steps in 
design and seven principals of design while picking your story and designing your scenes. He 
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mentioned several diorama authors, Sheperd Paine, Ray Anderson, and Ivar Kangur, which 
have influenced him. The seven principles of design that he mentioned are: balance, unity, 
contrast, emphasis, movement, repetition, and rhythm. His discussion led to a later email 
thread that will be reproduced as an addendum this newsletter. 
 
For the Good of the Order/Further Discussion:  
Gordy Robinson will be the new NMRA president, taking office on July 2, 2021. It will be 
interesting to see what changes may be in store.  
 

Submitted by David Ellis clerk@div12mcr.org  

 
 Sow’s Ears and Silk Purses… 

 Mike Hauk 
 
Our NMRA division recently hosted a clinic put on by CMR Products. 
https://www.cmrproducts.com/ The clinic was an introduction to the use of Netzlof Design 
weathering decals. CMR generously provided samples of the decals ahead of time to anyone 
who wanted to follow along during the hands-on portion of the clinic and put them to use. I 
think decals for weathering is an innovative concept, and was eager to try them out. 
 
I dug a "train show deal" car out of the stash under the railroad that I thought would be a good 
test-bed for the decals. The guinea pig car is an old Ertl gondola in Lehigh Valley paint I picked 
up for around five bucks, if I remember correctly.  The car is a complete "foobie", as the LV 
never rostered any gondolas in this number series, but looks quite similar to a resin kit offered 
by F&C. 

  
Ertl LV gondola 
 

  
Funaro & Camerlengo kit #6700 
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The Ertl car also has some pretty crummy factory "weathering" consisting of a uniform tan 
sprayed along the bottom sill. The trucks are also molded in this tan color. The detailing is 
quite good for a ready-to-run car, however, with free-standing grabirons and underbody brake 
detail that looks great viewed from the side. 
 
The CMR clinic was excellent, and the rust-streak decals are printed on an extremely thin film. 
I was initially skeptical of decals as a weathering technique, and my first inclination was to 
dismiss them a form of "cheating" somehow. However, during the clinic I was favorably 
impressed, and now think decals are a useful tool in ones' weathering toolbox. I used 
appropriate "rust streak" decals from the set CMR provided for the clinic: 
  

  
Ertl gondola with CMR decals applied 
 
Now, with the clinic over, I had to decide what to do with the car. I figured, "in for a penny, in 
for a pound" and proceeded to try to make the car into something better than it was out of the 
box. Information on the Ertl cars online is limited, but the consensus I could find was that they 
were not considered good runners due to light weight. How hard could it be to turn this car into 
something useful? The car must operate well, regardless of how it looks cosmetically. Well, 
we'll see... 
 
The stirrup steps on the corners are quite fragile as you can see on the above photo. I 
managed to break off three of the four. All four were then replaced by A-line metal stirrups. 
Once that happened, I went all-in on this model. I replaced the stock trucks with Bettendorf T-
section trucks from Roundhouse. The body sits too high for Kadee scale couplers, so I filed 
down the bolsters on the Roundhouse trucks to try to lower the body. This wasn't ideal, as 
those trucks are rigid and don't track well. I ultimately replaced the Roundhouse trucks with the 
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Kadee HGC version. Putting a $11 pair of trucks on a $5 train-show special may not be the 
best use of resources, but at least the car seems to track much better... 
 
Moving on, I also added lead shot to the underbody to add some needed weight: 

  
#9 shot applied to underbody 
 
The car weighed out at 3 3/8 oz., still 5/8 of an ounce too light, per NMRA specs. It was 
necessary to nip off some of the brake rodding detail to allow the trucks to swing appropriately 
as well. 
 
I changed out the modern power brakewheel equipment with a Tichy brakewheel on an 
Accurail staff. A short strip of Evergreen 1x2 was added as a support.  An A-line stirrup and a 
short length of A-line 40 lpi chain was used to simulate the mechanism. The coupler box 
covers were popped off and the stud and box cover drilled and tapped for 1/8" 1-72 machine 
screws. Kadee scale-head couplers fit perfectly into the box, but the entire body sits a little too 
high to match completely with the Kadee gauge. Carving off the boxes and replacing them was 
just a step too far for a $5 car, so if the mismatch becomes a problem operationally, I'll bite the 
bullet and replace the scale couplers with Kadee offset head standard-size ones. 
 
The car has a finely-molded air-hose bracket, so I drilled this out and used canopy cement to 
affix Hi-Tech Details rubber hoses to the mounts. The Kadee trip-pins detract from the fine Hi-
Tech hoses, so I clipped them off in a frenzy of prototype detail madness. Cut levers were 
formed from .018" phosphor bronze wire, and threaded through Cal-Scale eyebolts. 
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I grunged up the wood floor of the car with various craft paint grays and tans over a coat of flat 
gray primer. The whole car then got a wash of turpenoid and artist's oil Van Dyke brown, 
sealed with Dullcoat. I also used weathering powders and alcohol to add some areas of 
scabby rust for more texture, and applied a few dibs and dabs of Pan Pastels here and there. 
Finally, I added the re-weigh and re-pack patch-out areas with some painted decal film and 
spare decals from various suppliers. A final mist of Dullcoat, and...done 
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In retrospect, the car is missing a 
retainer and retainer line. I could also 
(and may yet) add some chalk marks 
to the sides. 
 
Was it worth spending all this time 
and effort on this car? From a strictly 
utilitarian standpoint, probably not. I 
essentially turned a sow's ear into a 
prettier and more expensive sow's 
ear, instead of the silk purse I had 
hoped for. The body height is almost 
a show-stopper. On the other hand, it 
was a thoroughly enjoyable project 
that gave me a test-bed for 
techniques I will eventually put to use 
when I get to building my stash of 
resin kits. It was also a fun project I 
could work on while sitting down after 
minor foot surgery, during our weekly 
Zoom work sessions. 
 
That said, if I see another $5 Ertl 
gondola at a train show in the future, 
I'll probably take a pass... 
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A Member Moving Part Two: Moving With a Model Railroad 
 
David Ellis 

In chatting on email with one of my model railroading friends a while back, I noted that I 
seemed stuck between first planning phases of moving and making progress on the current 
4th Subdivision layout in the attic of our house here in Meadville, without much progress on 
either. 

Without further analysis of my struggles with inertia, let me discuss what I have been learning 
about moving with a model railroad. Two resources have been very helpful in focusing on the 
railroad in planning the move. Brooks Stover's article in the August 2020 NMRA 
Magazine, "Downsizing Does Not Mean Settling," gives advice on packing for a move, as does 
one written by William Lyders, "Moving: Dismantling A Layout Then Getting It Up and 
Operating Quickly" found in the NMRA Members Only 
Section: https://www.nmra.org/sites/default/files/sr202004-movingalayout.pdf. 

For packing model railroad materials, building an inventory is an associated task important for 
the move as well as future insurance or estate purposes. Stover suggests that various small 
containers including zip lock bags help organize the small bits. He also suggests labeling the 
boxes on top and on front.  

 
 

This snapshot shows the first couple of boxes. I included a box number, brief description, and 
whether the contents are already on the "box list" and "inventory" on the labels. I also left room 
on each label for more information, as we get closer to the move. Once we know where we are 
moving, I will include information about a more specific location for the box to end up at our 
new home. The box list is a general list of all boxes as we pack, including the rest of the 
household items. The inventory is specific to the model railroad.  
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I started building the inventory list from an existing template in Excel for household insurance 
inventory documentation. I included tabs for item or description, make or model, serial or 
model number, and estimated current replacement value. Box #1 includes unbuilt structure 
kits, and I was amazed to see the replacement value of just that one box creep up to over 
$450.00. While I do not have model railroad insurance at this point, building the inventory as I 
pack will be a logical first step for that process.  
 
During one of our weekly modeling Zoom meetings, I put together the box/trays from an A-Line 
carrier that I bought years ago. My thinking is that finished rolling stock will go in that carrier. I 
will be able to remove the rolling stock from the layout and safely store them. Scenery 
materials will be next; as I remove trees from the railroad, I can also pack all the other scenery 
supplies I have collected over the years.  I also will be packing the rest of my unbuilt rolling 
stock and structure kits before I start dismantling the railroad or packing my work area. I am 
sure that my wife would love to see me dispose of all my railroad magazines rather than lug 
them to a new house, but I am not sure I am ready for that step. I still prefer re-reading the 
dead tree versions to the electronic versions available in some magazine archives. We will see 
how this situation resolves itself! 
 
Lyders' article, referenced above, talks about tearing down the model railroad one month 
before closing. I will be scheduling it sooner than that. Otherwise, his advice seems very 
applicable.  He suggests cutting the existing railroad into movable sections. As my original U-
shaped benchwork consists of separate benchwork sections bolted together, that should be 
relatively easy with only track-work and some first layers of scenery to be actually cut. 
Otherwise it is more of a process of unbolting the sections and disconnecting the wiring. 
Lyders notes that scenery takes a beating in a move, but I have not gotten far with scenery 
beyond some first layers. He also suggests cutting track back from the edge, to help prevent 
the track snagging and tearing larger sections loose. While I plan on reusing the segments, I 
am not sure they will go back together exactly as they were, so cutting the track back from the 
edges seems prudent.  
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Again following his precedent, where I have electronic components mounted on plywood, as 
seen in the photo, I will keep the circuit boards and other electronics mounted on the plywood 
panels. After disconnecting the bus wires at the terminal strips, I will pack the panels 
containing the circuit boards.  
 
At this point, my intension is to be sure to have appropriate model railroad space at our new 
home, wherever that may end up being. I also intend to keep a similar scheme for the new 
railroad, so I will continue to post to my blog at https://gnbranch.blogspot.com/ where I will 
document and share the planning, construction, and operation of a small (or medium sized) 
model railroad along with details of moving a model railroad.  
 
 
NMRA Membership Benefits  
 
A number of NMRA membership benefits are available by logging into the members’ only 
section of the NMRA website. If you have never registered, we published instructions in March 
of how to register for the members’ only section on page 17 of Volume 4, Issue 2 of the 
Builder’s Plate. In addition to access to the convention videos, EduTRAIN clinics, and NMRA 
archives of photographs and drawings, one of the substantial benefits are the discounts 
provided by many model railroad partners in the NMRA Partnership Program. To access the 
discount codes and procedures, you will need to be logged in as an NMRA member. A 
complete and up to date list of all the partners will be attached as a separate PDF when I send 
this out.  
 
Resource from Rob 
 
Those of you on the Groups.IO PRR list will have seen this, but others may not have. It is a 
good site. It seems to lean a bit more modern (post-1960) but there are many photos of the 
earlier stuff. 
 
I found good images of B&LE, Erie, LV, PRR, NYC, and others. 
 
https://pullman-lib.smugmug.com/ 
 
Model Railroad Design: An Email Thread Transcribed by Dick 
Bradley 
 
On April 10th Nick Kalis presented his clinic “Enhance Your Layout’s Story Telling” at the 
monthly membership meeting of Division 12 of the Mid Central Region, NMRA.  Nick’s clinic 
was well received.  On the evening of Thursday, April 15th as part of the Division 12 weekly 
Zoom meeting topics related to Nick’s presentation were discussed.  Then on Saturday, April 
17th Mike alerted the Division 12 members to Lance Mindheim’s blog post of April 13th.   The 
log of the ensuing emails will be included as an addendum to the Builder’s Plate.    
 


